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The Department of Dragon Affairs sends Dr. Kiyana Barnes to Lochguard with a
group of human women open to having dragon mates. She’s supposed to help
them adjust to being around dragon-shifters while also observing how the clan
works on a day-to-day basis. She most definitely isn’t supposed to notice how
one look from a certain dragonman teacher sets her skin on fire, let alone ask
him to kiss her in a weak moment, given her past. Alistair Boyd spends most of
his time in the clan’s archives, searching for a solution to fulfill the vow he made
to himself three years ago. However, when his clan leader orders him to educate
the latest group of humans to come to Lochguard, he has no choice but to cut
back and do his clan duty. One of the females in particular catches his eye, but
he tries to resist her. After all, he made an important vow. One that includes
staying away from females until it’s complete. One weak moment results in a
kiss that changes both Kiyana and Alistair’s lives forever. Unfortunately, a clan
emergency means keeping Alistair’s dragon silent, for more days than he’d like.
Will Alistair’s duty to clan end up harming his dragon and pushing away the
woman who is his second chance? Or, will he beat the clock to have everything
he didn’t know he wanted?
Gather an escort. Acquire a dragon hoard. Build an empire ... Steven Whipp, a
normal, poor college student, is kissed and shot on the night of his twentieth
birthday. He realizes three things: he's bulletproof, he's a dragon, and everything
he's ever wanted is within his reach. But the attempts on his life are just the
beginning of his troubles. Steven is a Dragonsoul-a magical race of beings who
have thrived, hidden from the eyes of humans, in control of the world. And not
just any Dragonsoul, but the last in a long line of Arch-Sorcerers, thought long
dead. Now he is being hunted, and he must unlock his powers through battle and
sex or ancient forces and old feuds will destroy him and all he loves. From the
Author of the LitRPG epic War God's Mantle comes a brand new Pulp Harem
Adventure! Disclaimer: Denver Fury (American Dragons Book 1) is a shoot-emup, action adventure, urban fantasy novel which is not intended for readers under
the age of 18. This novel contains swearing, violence, and a harem of beautiful
shapeshifting women that the hero regularly sleeps with-and he does so gladly.
One hybrid Fury queen. Three pure-blood Dragon Princes. A reverse harem with
a dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair! My name is Daisy. I've been cursed to
serve a bad-tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries. There's only
one way to lift the curse: a kiss from three true loves. To acquire even one is
nearly impossible. How am I going to get three? Then three gorgeous-as-sin, yet
clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair. Only they do not come to kiss me.
They come to slay me without knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the three
heads of the Furies-my heads-or make the Fury Queen fall in love with them,
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they'll never shift back to dragons. Not surprisingly, the princes all choose what
they think is the easiest-to behead the beasts. Warning: This is a reverse harem
fantasy/paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexyas-sin Dragon princes. It contains battles, steamy sex scenes, raw language,
magic, swordfights, dark fae, dragon shifters, vampires, and otherworldly
nightmares of creatures, and at last, true loves, with a happy ever after at the end
of series.
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Megan Linski writes a young adult
medieval fantasy romance of dragon shifters, epic battles, and breathtaking
magic. The first book in a slow burn reverse harem series! I am Fliss, a slave to
the king. When a local dragon demands payment, I am offered by the king as a
sacrifice to the monster… though the dragon is more than what I expect. The
dragon is actually a gorgeous man, a curse cast upon him by a beautiful
enchantress. Only one pure of soul can end the spell upon him. The dragon will
set me free if I end his curse for good… but the closer the dragon and I become,
the less I want him to let me go. I will either tame the tortured beast inside… or my
life will be consumed by smoke and flame. *** Song of Smoke and Fire is an
historical fantasy romance that takes place in ancient Poland. Dragons battle for
dominance in this supernatural fairy tale re-imagining of the legend of the Wawel
Dragon. This is a Beauty and the Beast retelling that will captivate and inspire!
This is the first book in a slow burn reverse harem fantasy romance saga, where
the heroine finds the FIRST member of her harem before discovering the others.
Now a complete series! Topics: reverse harem, reverse harem series, dragons,
dragon romance, medieval romance, historical romance, shifter, rejected mates,
fated mates, shifters, dragons, griffins, magical creatures, paranormal romance,
supernatural, new adult, young adult, young adult fantasy series, teen fantasy,
young adult fiction, teen fiction, magic, YA paranormal books, YA paranormal
fantasy, fantasy and magic, teen and young adult books, paranormal fantasy,
young adult fantasy, teen books, young adult paranormal series, new adult
fantasy series, fantasy romance, free book, first in series free, poland, polish
novel
The end is near. But will Olivia be able to save her dragons and the home she
has come to love? Return to the Veil in the epic conclusion to the Dragon
Descendants.An unexpected reunion brings new possibilities to Olivia's quest of
finding the dragon stars. She and the four dragons travel to Iculon, a kingdom as
cold and brutal as its heir. Olivia might have lost the Star of Fire to the witch
Tianna, but she isn't willing to give up. Not by a long shot. Issik Westgard
preferred a life of quiet and solitude until he met Olivia Campbell, the girl who
found a way to thaw his frosty heart. War threatens the Veil and all Olivia holds
dear. She might not know what her future holds, but she's willing to take the witch
down with her to save the four dragons she loves. Piece by piece.Four
dragons.One headstrong heroine.And a reverse-harem fantasy romance that
could change the fate of a dying race.THAWING FROST will transport fans of
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Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and The Curse of the Gods to an enchanted world
unlike any other...Prepare for a unique spin on the lore you love-and an
adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected.Scroll up and BUY NOW to
begin...*Recommended for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content.
In the New Republic, every woman must marry five men. It’s the law. Welcome
to the apocalypse. Nix never put his name in the marriage lottery for a reason. He
doesn’t need a woman. There aren’t that many to go around anyway after a
genetically engineered virus wiped out 90% of the female population. He has his
job as head of the Security Squadron and it’s all he need. He looks out for the
township. He protects the few women there are left. But when his name is called
to be one of the five husbands to the woman rescued from the badlands, he
doesn’t speak up to correct the error. Because Audrey’s like no one he’s ever
met before. Fiesty. That’s the name for her. Not like so many of the women
they’ve brought back before. She’s not broken. She might be just the woman to
handle a rough, brutal man like him. Sharing her with four other men is a small
price to pay. In fact, the closer they all grow, the more Nix realizes he might
finally have again what he lost so long ago—a real family. But when outside forces
threaten everything he holds dear, Nix will be forced to face his deepest, darkest
fear. When Audrey’s life is endangered, will he be able to save the woman he’s
just learned how to love? NOTE: This book contains some dark elements and
covers sensitive topics. Any reader that feels they shouldn't venture into this
apocalyptic world of sometimes harsh realities should please consider before
reading. This is a standalone novel in the now complete Marriage Raffle Series.
Books in the series include: Theirs to Protect Theirs to Pleasure Theirs to Wed
Theirs to Defy Theirs to Ransom
Get ready to meet Jase, Kieran, Zade, and Issik, the last dragon descendants.
Olivia Campbell's life gets turned upside down when her mother suddenly passes
away. Left with only a stepdad who despises her, she turns to the streets.
Penniless and alone in the Chicago winter, how much worse can it get? She is
about to find out. A chance encounter with a stranger who has the most
breathtaking violet eyes changes her world. Just a warm smile and a quick flash
of dimples is all that it takes to capture her interest in Jase Dior. Olivia wonders if
her luck has finally returned. She soon finds out that Jase collects things-pretty
girls to be precise. A glimpse of her sultry honey hair in an alley excites him. He
must have her. And he isn't taking no for an answer. Jase sweeps Olivia off the
streets to the Veil Isles-a mystical and hidden land uncharted by any mortal and
ruled by the only dragon coven left in the world. What the hell did she get herself
into? Four dragons. One headstrong heroine. And a reverse-harem fantasy
romance that could change the fate of a dying race. Stealing Tranquility will
transport fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and Shadowhunters to an
enchanted world unlike any other. Prepare for a unique spin on the lore you loveand an adventure that is as thrilling as it is unexpected. Scroll up and BUY NOW
to begin... *Recommended for ages 17+ due to language and sexual content
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An urban fantasy, dragon reverse harem romance. When I became a dragon, my
magic evolved. The shift unlocked something other. Something far more
dangerous-and deadly-than anyone expected. There's an entirely new depth to
my magic, and for the first time, I truly have no limits. There are no boundaries to
what I can do-and that terrifies everyone who has been trying so desperately to
control me. The fact is, I'm a diamond dragon-the only one of my kind. The only
other diamond dragons in history were the gods themselves. So... what does that
make me? A war is brewing, and try as I might, I can't help but be in the center of
it. The Knights want to use me as propaganda to fuel their anti-dragon message.
The Bosses want to break me until I bow before them. Harper needs my help to
stop this war before it destroys her entire family. It's me and my men against the
world, and thank the gods I have them-because in the blink of an eye, everything
I ever believed in is destroyed. Because, even from beyond the grave, my former
mentor might have found a way to kill me. Fall of Dragonsis a full-length novel
with a badass heroine, a riveting storyline, and an alternative relationship
dynamic. Get ready for a heart-pounding story filled with a dragon shifter
romance unlike anything you've read before. Buckle in for heart-pounding action,
breathtaking magic, dragon shifters, sexy bad-boys with badass weapons, deadly
assassins, four drop-dead gorgeous leading men, and lots of toned muscles.
Most importantly-a young woman's journey of justice, self-discovery, and freedom
as she steps into the truth of who-and what-she is. READ THE WHOLE SERIES
The Dragon Dojo Brotherhood: a riveting and addictive dragon shifter fantasy
romance series. Book 1: Reign of Dragons Book 2: Fate of Dragons Book 3:
Blood of Dragons Book 4: Age of Dragons Book 5: Fall of Dragons Book 6: Death
of Dragons Book 7: Queen of Dragons Book 8: A Legend Among Dragons
Warning: The Dragon Dojo Brotherhood is a reverse harem urban fantasy series
with explicit scenes and is meant for mature readers who enjoy spellbinding
stories with a few fan-your-face moments in their fantasy fiction. Prepare for lipbiting, fist-pumping, and lots of "hell YES" moments.
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of bloodshed. When Ren Landis
goes looking for excitement on her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little more than
she bargained for. So is finding out that shifters exist-and that she's one too. As the last
of the dragon shifters, she's got a role to fulfill: Take the alphas of the four shifter
groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No pressure, right? Too bad Ren's fate
isn't as simple as getting it on with four scorching-hot guys. Someone is out for dragon
shifter blood, intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago. If Ren can't figure
out how to kickstart her buried powers, her life's about to go down in flames.
Four Dragon Guards. Three Curses. Two Heirs. One Choice... Forbidden love or the
throne of the dragons? Isola Dragice thought she knew what her future would bring. On
her eighteenth birthday, she'd inherit the dragon throne, but one earth-shattering
moment destroys everything. As war looms heavy over Dragca, Isola is catapulted out
of her pretend human life and thrust into a world, she knows little of. One lifethreatening accident, when she loses control of her dragon, ends up with the whole of
Dragca academy hating her. When the four most powerful dragons in history are
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ordered to protect her, they find themselves with an awkward problem. Her family
cursed them centuries ago, relegating them to slaves of the throne and they hate all
royals. Especially an ice dragon princess with no control over her powers that can kill
fire dragons. Which the whole school is full of. What happens when fire falls for Ice?
18+ **Reverse harem**
Half-human, half-vampire Dorina Basarab is back--and facing her biggest challenge yet
in the next urban fantasy in the New York Times bestselling series. Dorina Basarab is a
dhampir--half-human, half-vampire. As one of the Vampire Senate's newest members,
Dory already has a lot on her plate. But then a relative of one of Dory's fey friends goes
missing. They fear he's been sold to a slaver who arranges fights--sometimes to the
death--between different types of fey. As Dory investigates, she and her friends learn
the slavers are into something much bigger than a fight club. With the Vampire Senate
gearing up for war with Faerie, it'll take everything she has to defeat the slavers--and
deal with the entirely too attractive master vampire Louis-Cesare....
One minute I was a courier for criminals, making ends meet so I could take care of my
little brother. The next, four stunningly hot Norse gods had brought me back from the
dead with wings sprouting from my back and a whole set of valkyrie powers. I guess
that's just how life goes sometimes. Too bad our victory over our supernatural enemies
turned out to be a farce. The divine home I thought I'd receive is a trap instead. A trap
that's slowly closing in on us, dredging up every painful moment from our pasts. Can I
trust these tempting godly men now that I've seen how many secrets they've kept from
me? And what am I going to do if I have to face my own darkest horrors all over again?
I'd better figure that out fast. Because I'm Aria Watson, and I will not be broken.
In the mountains above Bearstone Village, a legend has found his mate. His name is
Zeus, and for years he brought the thunder as an elite special forces squad leader and
undercover bear shifter. Now that he's out of the service and living quietly in the woods
above a remote mountain town, he has just one mission left. Win over the heart of the
curvy waitress that his bear knows is his mate. Too bad Zeus knows more about
combat than dating, and he hasn't yet managed to ask her out. Carly is just trying to
make the best of things. Bad luck in love and in life has landed her in Bearstone Village,
stuck with debts from a former relationship and making her way as a waitress. She
enjoys the rare moments when she sees Zeus Wilson, a sexy recluse who comes down
from the mountain sometimes to drink at the bar and fix Carly with a heated gaze in his
sparkling blue eyes. Even if it seems like he's never going to make a move. But when a
local motorcycle gang threatens Carly, Zeus is forced to intervene and take her back to
his cabin where he can keep her safe. With the beautiful mountains around them, it's
not long before sparks are flying between the bear and his sexy mate. But Zeus is
afraid to tell Carly the truth about what he is, and the men who want to take her are
quickly catching up. But he isn't called Zeus for nothing, and if anyone threatens his
mate, this big bad bear is fully capable of striking them down.
Ren is finally getting used to the idea that she's the last dragon shifter alive-destined to
take four alpha shifters as her mates and unite all shifter kind-when more trouble looms
on the horizon. The rogue group that slaughtered her family is still out for blood, and
they don't care who they hurt along the way. Ren and her mates set out to quash the
rebellion once and for all. But the rogues have allies in unexpected places, startling
enough to shake Ren's resolve. Throw in a challenger hoping to wrench the position of
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alpha from one of her guys, and this dragon shifter has reached her limit. How can a girl
who's only known she's a shifter for three weeks heal sixteen years of chaos?
A female Wolf in danger. Four Possessive Dragons determined to protect her. A
paranormal romance. Series is complete. Elizabeth is certain she’s not meant to rule
the Southeastern White Tooth Pack. Since birth, she’s been told she was the wolf
pack’s fated leader. She is, after all, the first-born of the pack Alpha. But how can she
lead them if she’s never shifted? She doubts herself, but her fate is tied to the moon
and Elizabeth is honor-bound to fulfill her destiny. To help Elizabeth, her mother
presents her with a secret diamond necklace, magical jewels that have adorned the
neck of every female in her family for hundreds of years. But evil forces lurk in the
shadows. Not every wolf shifter in the pack wants Elizabeth to take power. When the
Wolf Council sanctions Elizabeth as the official Fated Alpha, enemies attack her family,
killing her parents. When they discover that Elizabeth survived, she must flee for her
life. With nowhere to go, help comes in the form of four sexy and powerful Dragon
shifters. The fierce warriors offer her their protection in their secluded mountain home.
As Elizabeth mends, it’s clear the four Dragon shifters crave more from her. All four
men desire her. Each wants to claim her body and heart and soul. As her enemies
close in, can the men keep Elizabeth safe by their side and help her reclaim her place
as leader of her pack? ***Elizabeth and the Clan of Dragons is Book One of the Fated
Alpha Series. Each book features a paranormal romance with one woman and four
demanding, protective shifters. *** Buy now to dive into this paranormal romance world!
Stolen from her homeland. Separated from her mates. Is there any hope for Dareena
and her dragons? Or is their kingdom destined to fall? When Drystan and his brothers
managed to drive their madness-stricken father from the throne, Dareena thought the
worst of their troubles were over. But the elves are knocking at their door, demanding
reparations, and with a new general at the helm, they will not let Dragonfell off the hook
so easily. To buy their kingdom time, and save their armies from certain destruction,
Dareena and Alistair allows themselves to be taken to Elvenhame, where they will be
held hostage until the countries can come to an agreement. But while the two kingdoms
squabble, the real enemy continues its insidious assault. Both Dragonfell and
Elvenhame unknowingly teeter on the brink of destruction, and unless Dareena and her
mates can uncover the true conspiracy, their world will fall to darkness...
I investigate a murder at a paranormal prison and end up behind bars with four psycho
inmates. Flynn Native American, half vampire, half lion shifter, in prison for double
homicide (and my student) Ronan Black, silver hair, violet eyes, treacherous fae, in
prison for identity theft and possible murder Marco Dangerously sexy, bisexual Italian
demon, and one of the devil's bastards, in prison for armed robbery Aedan HUGE Irish
golden dragon, in prison for arson They will use me in ways I never thought possible.
But they don't know who I really am. What I really am. My family has danced with the
devil, and I inherited the darkness. When in danger, when my family is in danger, I don't
just bite, I don't just kill, I'm more psycho than all of you, and I won't hesitate to bring the
world upside down. Enjoy this 110k-word (500-page) standalone. You don't have to
read the previous books in this universe first to read All the Teacher's Prisoners, but
download the big finale, All the Teacher's Little Pets, next for the closure you'll seek
after reading this book! You like vampires, shifters, monsters, devils and demons, faes,
dragons and dark stories, this paranormal why choose romance is definitely for you.
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Download your copy now. Because you have to.
Torn between two worlds. And four men. Sebastian. Toshi. Theo. Kyle. I thought that
plane crash would be the end of my life. Instead, it turned out to be just the beginning.
Now, I’m on a race to find out who—and what—I really am, with four men to help me.
Sexy Sebastian who can be a jerk sometimes but actually means well. Kind Theo
whose heart is as big as that chest I want to cozy up against. Slick Toshi who is as
fierce as he is fun. And Kyle, my best friend for so long, maybe too long. They will help
me find the answers I seek, though only I can take control of my destiny. And my heart.
Reverse Harem Series PRIMALS ARCHAIC UNITARY Search Terms: bad boy
obsession, hot alpha male, steamy, swe, melody anne billionaire bachelors series,
billionaire romance, billionaire romanc, true love, happily ever after, famos actor, hot
and steamy, hot romance, hot doctores, bad boy, Alpha Bad Boy, Alpha male romance,
billionaire, romance, new adult, contemporary romance, love and life, cancer, fictio, big
beautiful women, big beautiful woman, fake boss, fake girlfriend, fake, sexy, sexy hero,
sweet romance, hot steamy, love, Managing the Bosses, the Boss, billionaire boss,
billionaire obession, harem, reverse harem, fantasy, paranormal
Who knew dragons could be so…hot? I grew up as a trashbag kid. I don’t want to even
try counting how many foster homes I’ve lived in since I was orphaned at the age of
five. When some long-lost relatives take me in during my last year in the system, I’m
careful to remain on my best behavior. Finding family and living happily ever after has
always been a secret fantasy, so getting the boot would be devastating. But these
perfect strangers are turning out to be perfectly strange. Like when they tell me dragons
are real and my great-aunt’s husband just happens to be one. Um… But before I can
pack my few belongings and bolt, I see the evidence with my own eyes. Then I catch
sight of my new uncle’s five gorgeous nephews and decide…maybe dragons aren’t so
bad after all. The Glow of the Dragon's Heart is the prequel to the Harem of Fire series.
One sassy pyromaniac thief, three sexy-as-sin monsters, and a paranormal conspiracy
of epic proportions. It was an ordinary job. Another night, another asshole collector of
the supernatural. I free some poor little beasties from their cages, pocket a few trinkets
to pay my bills, and burn the place down on my way out. Just call me the Robin Hood of
monster emancipation. I didn't count on three manly monsters following me home like
lost puppies. Stunningly hot lost puppies, but still. Now I've got a seductively cheeky
incubus, a sweetly enthusiastic demon, and a grimly stoic angel camped out in my
kitchen. They're determined to repay me for my help, and they won't get out of my
apartment until they're satisfied we're even. To be fair, they've got no place else to go.
A covert band of hunters captured their boss, and the trail is ice-cold. I'll lend a hand if it
means I can send them packing... and when it looks like we're up against the same
creeps who murdered the person I loved most, you'd better believe I'm all in. Track
down the baddies. Steal back the boss. Don't get killed along the way. Oh, and maybe
hook up with a monstrous hottie or two. Piece of cake. I'm so going to regret this.
*Shadow Thief is the first book in a new urban fantasy series from bestselling author
Eva Chase. If you love kickass heroines with sass to spare, drool-worthy monsters who
have their own sense of morality, and steamy romances where there'll be no choosing
required, dive in now!*
The gods walk among us. And they just might steal your soul... or your heart. I thought
I'd survived everything life could throw at me. All I wanted was to keep my distance
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from the criminals I work for and get my little brother out of the hell that is our mother's
house. Then I died and woke up to four stunningly hot gods telling me I'm now a
valkyrie. Sly, sharp Loki. Jovial but ferocious Thor. Dreamily compassionate Baldur.
Grim and secretive Hod. They all have something to teach me. And around them, my
walls start to crack. But the gods didn't summon me just for kicks. Their king is missing,
and they need me to find him. The first three valkyries they sent on the job never made
it back. More power is awakening in me than I could ever have imagined--and the gods'
enemies are more devious than even they knew. It's going to take every trick in the
book for me to save myself, my brother, and these divine men who're getting under my
skin in the most alluring way. I'm Aria Watson, and Valhalla ain't seen nothing yet.
Discovering you may be the last dragon shifter alive-and that you're destined to take
four hot alpha shifters as your mates-can throw a girl for a bit of a loop. But now that
Ren is getting her powers and her enemies under control, her confidence is growing. A
little hike into the mountains to uncover her mother's last secret seems like no big deal
with her guys by her side. Too bad life has other plans. The farther Ren goes, the more
other secrets surface. Secrets that threaten the fragile peace between the shifters and
the fae. Secrets that could destroy the bond Ren's forming with her mates. With
unexpected enemies around every corner, it'll take all her newfound strength to survive
the fray.
My blood is their salvation... and my ruin. ?For years, the monsters who killed my family
have held me in a cage. Brutalized and half-starved. Only kept alive so they can steal
my blood. Until one evening when four eerily gorgeous men break me out of my prison.
They give me a soft bed and delicious food. They say they'll protect me-but their
generosity may come at a price. My rescuers are monsters like my captors: fae who
shift into wolves. A curse gripping the faerie realm turns them wild under the full moon.
Only my blood can cure their rage. These fearsome men need me, and not just to lift
the curse. A tragedy left them outcasts, and offering me to their rulers could win them
back the home and the power they lost. No matter how kindly they treat me, no matter
how their smoldering eyes and strong hands stir unfamiliar desires in both my body and
my heart, their castle is just another prison. As long as I'm a prize more than a person,
my life will never be my own. I've survived this long without giving up. I won't roll over
now. But how can one damaged human girl hold her own against the savage fae?
*Captive of Wolves is the first in a new paranormal romance saga featuring possessive
wolf shifters, fraught fae politics, and a wounded heroine coming into her own. Grab it
now and get swept away in the fantasy!*
To unlock her powers she must mate with four sexy dragon shifters. One down, three to
go... I'm done hiding. I've stopped running. And I've finally accepted my destiny-to take
four dragon shifters as my mates so I can become the next Black Dragon, the wielder of
all the elements. I've already bonded with Jasin, my smoldering soldier, and soon I'll be
getting intimate with Auric, my lofty prince, Slade, my grounded blacksmith, and Reven,
my frosty assassin. Only then can we become powerful enough to stop the current
Dragons, the overlords of our world. But as we continue our journey, secrets are
uncovered about my mates that make me question everything, even as things heat up
between us. Yet the greatest secret of all lies in my own past-and it might destroy us
completely.
A female Wolf in danger. Four Sexy Dragons determined to protect her. A Reverse
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Harem Paranormal Romance. Elizabeth is certain she's not meant to rule the
Southeastern White Tooth Pack. Since birth, she's been told she was the wolf pack's
fated leader. She is, after all, the first-born of the pack Alpha. But how can she lead
them if she's never shifted? She doubts herself, but her fate is tied to the moon and
Elizabeth is honor-bound to fulfill her destiny. To help Elizabeth, her mother presents
her with a secret diamond necklace, magical jewels that have adorned the neck of
every female in her family for hundreds of years. But evil forces lurk in the shadows.
Not every wolf shifter in the pack wants Elizabeth to take power. When the Wolf Council
sanctions Elizabeth as the official Fated Alpha, enemies attack her family, killing her
parents. When they discover that Elizabeth survived, she must flee for her life. With
nowhere to go, help comes in the form of four sexy and powerful Dragon shifters. The
fierce warriors offer her their protection in their secluded mountain home. As Elizabeth
mends, it's clear the four Dragon shifters crave more from her. All four men desire her.
Each wants to claim her body and heart and soul. As her enemies close in, can the
men keep Elizabeth safe by their side and help her reclaim her place as leader of her
pack? Elizabeth and the Clan of Dragons is Book One of the Fated Alpha Series. Each
book features a paranormal romance, reverse harem with one woman and four sexy,
demanding and protective shifters.
Four strangers united... Magic reborn... A Great War begun... Cast to the north by
Elvish magic, human Dragonsayer, Dela Stonebridge, has learned of her ability to
communicate with dragons. By her side stand three leaders of their own races, each
sworn to protect her while they battle to unite their people. Warsgra, the warrior Norc,
strong and fierce. Orergon, the leader of his tribe of Moerians, the hunter and protector.
And Vehel, the Elvish prince, whose illegal use of magic has broken the Treaty between
their kinds. In the south, a Second Great War has begun, and the only way to stop it will
be through Dela's abilities ... if she can learn to control them. With magic and death at
every corner, Dela must fulfil her destiny... or die trying.
I'm surrounded by dragons, and they're all afraid of me. At the age of nine, I mistakenly
touched someone else, giving him excruciating pain. Through that awful experience, I
found out that a graze of my fingertips could torment any being with dragon blood.
Because I was surrounded by them in my kingdom, my ability labelled me as cursed.
And with that, my family lost everything.I promised myself to never be shunned away
again. That I had to be someone important for people to look up to. A crucial vote was
coming up and I would do anything to win it. Then I met them. Four hidrae princes,
dragon-shifters of the most powerful kind, who were immune to my abilities. Being able
to touch someone else was intoxicating. Associating with them was killing my chances
of winning the vote, but the princes drew me in--Rylan with his regal demeanor, Micah
with his mystery, Kael who threw all care to the winds... and Gaius? Gaius should just
fall on his face and die. Don't miss this slow-burn reverse harem romance, set in a
world of fantasy, dragons and intrigue!
Used to her independence, Dr. Eilea Johnson represses her desires and avoids the
four wolf shifters claiming she's their mate. When a virus sweeps through the Alaska
reservation, threatening to wipe out the entire shifter population, Eilea is their last hope
for survival. As she races against time to find a cure, a demonic spirit threatening her
life may force her to give in to the temptation she's been resisting but secretly craving.
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of bloodshed. When Ren Landis
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goes looking for excitement on her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little more than
she bargained for. So is finding out that shifters exist-and that she's one too. As the last
of the dragon shifters, she's got a role to fulfill: Take the alphas of the four shifter
groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No pressure, right? Too bad Ren's fate
isn't as simple as getting it on with four scorching-hot men. A group of rogues is out for
dragon shifter blood, intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago. With
deceitful fae and murderous vampires thrown into the mix, the paranormal world is on
the verge of catastrophe. How can a girl who's only known she's a shifter for a week
heal sixteen years of chaos? *The Dragon Shifter's Mates is a complete steamy
paranormal romance series where the heroine doesn't have to choose. Expect sexy
situations, intense action, and a quartet of alluring wolf, bear, jaguar, and eagle shifters
you'll wish you could make your mates.* This box set contains all four novels in the
series-Dragon's Guard, Dragon's Tears, Dragon's Desire, and Dragon's Fate-as well as
the Christmas novella, Dragon's Joy.?
Four sexy dragon shifters. A huntress with a dark past. A bond that could save the
world. I've spent my entire life running from my past and staying out of trouble. That's
how I've kept alive ever since my parents were killed by the Black Dragon, who's ruled
the world under her oppressive talons for as long as anyone can remember. But it's
hard to keep a low profile when four handsome strangers turn up in your village
claiming you're destined to save the world. According to them, they've been chosen by
the gods to become elemental dragons-and I'm their mate. Which means one day I'll be
the most powerful dragon of all, able to control all four elements. Assuming I can unlock
my powers first...by getting intimate with each of my sexy mates. Auric, the clever
prince. Jasin, the cocky soldier. Slade, the protective blacksmith. Reven, the mysterious
assassin. And me. We're the only ones who can bring balance to the world and
overthrow the Black Dragon-if she doesn't tear us to shreds first. STROKE THE FLAME
is the first book in a new steamy reverse harem fantasy series.
The paranormal world just can't seem to cut Ren a break. Just when she thought she
could finally settle into normal-well, relatively normal-life as the last of the dragon
shifters with her four alpha mates, she finds her people on the brink of a supernatural
war. The vampires have decided all shifter kind must be exterminated, and they've got
the firepower to make good on that goal. Ren's got plenty of fire of her own, of course.
But she's only one dragon, and there are a whole lot of vampires. As she scrambles to
protect all of her kin and figure up what the heck is up with the last of her mates, she
can't help suspecting this challenge is more than she and her alphas can handle alone.
The secrets buried in the dragon shifter estate may hold the answer-but finding it will
force her to question everything she thought she knew about this new world.
Two alien dragon shifters. Two vampires. A whole new world.And I'm in the middle of it
all. One minute I'm a nineteen year-old woman trying to get through life and the next
second I'm in space, charged with saving the human race on an alien planet.Four men
show up vowing to love and protect me ... except they aren't men at all, they're alien
dragon shifters and vampires.They say we're mates. I say they're crazy.I'm charged
with a mission: have their baby.Um, how about no.They say it's destiny. I say I'm a long
way from home!Fire, Blood, and Beauty is a full length, reverse harem romance with
passion and suspense, including elements from paranormal, sci-fi, and fantasy. There
is no cliffhanger and a guaranteed happy ending!
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In a world where dragons are extinct, and magic is banned, can four races come
together to restore the power of the Dragonstone and the Dragonsayer? In the human
city of Anthoinia, Dela Stonebridge has already lost her brother to the Choosing. Now
it's her turn. The grueling journey across the mountains is always dangerous, but when
magic and madness descends, she discovers herself exiled with the leaders of the
three other races. The Norc, Warsgra, is huge and brutish. The Moerian, Orergon, is
practically a savage. And the Elvish prince, Vehel, hides a secret that has the power to
tear their world apart. But as unlikely friendships are born and the truth is revealed,
Dela must accept if she has the power of a magic long thought dead... Get the first
book in this brand new fantasy reverse harem series now!
The peace treaty between humans and shapeshifters was signed over a century ago.
One of the consequences is that humans must provide shifters with young brides to
give them heirs and ensure the survival of their species. Today, all over the world,
special boarding schools take girls from orphanages and give them the most exquisite
education, preparing them to become brides for the enemy. Sexy, curvy, and confident,
Avelyn is one of those wild souls who will not be traded off as livestock. She's
determined to do everything in her power to gain her freedom and build a new life far
away from shapeshifters and what society expects of her. Alpha werewolf Max
Blackmane is in search of a bride. When he comes to Alma Venus Boarding School,
one of the best schools for shifter brides in the world, he is set on buying a young
woman who would bring him political advantage. When he sees Avelyn, his plans are
turned upside down. She's far from what his clan wants him to bring home, but he can't
imagine his life without her. Avelyn uses every trick in the book to convince Max to buy
another bride. It doesn't matter that his perfect body and smooth voice make her weak
in the knees. She has a dream, and her dream does not include a wolf-shifter for a
husband and a bunch of wolf pups clinging to her skirts.
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern classic Speak is now a stunning
graphic novel. "Speak up for yourself—we want to know what you have to say." From the
first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat
lie, part of the nonsense of high school. She is friendless—an outcast—because she
busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let
alone listen to her. Through her work on an art project, she is finally able to face what
really happened that night: She was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still
attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her. With powerful illustrations by Emily
Carroll, Laurie Halse Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive for new
audiences and fans of the classic novel. This title has Common Core connections.
A standalone reverse harem romance in the bestselling Huge Series...I've always been
told I'm a team player...now my foster brothers want to put me to the test.When I inherit
a home from my long estranged father, it's a dream come true. Pregnant and alone at
nineteen, it's just the break I need. Except, when I get the keys, I find out the house
comes with a whole lot more than I bargained for...eleven huge football playing foster
brothers who are about to become my housemates.They're the team my father devoted
his life to training. If they can just stay fit they'll be going pro before they know it.
Gorgeous and ripped, they fill the house with their massive bodies and booming laughs.
I think they must be players, both on and off the field, and I hate them for stealing my
father's love. But first impressions can sometimes be very wrong. They treat me like I'm
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a queen and look at me with eyes that tell me they want to fill me with their own version
of team spirit. I can't imagine why one sane man would want a knocked up cheerleader
with so much baggage, let alone eleven. But the longer we spend together, the more I
fall for my foster brother dream team. They want to stay together to make a home filled
with love for me and my child. Eleven men want to be my second chance.Except
people like me don't deserve second chances and if they can't see that, I'm going to
have to make them.
Maya Rose has a problem. She's the last in her line of dragon shifters, and if she
doesn't produce an heir soon, it could be disastrous for her kingdom.In order to remedy
this, her father, the king, has gathered the greatest heroes from across the lands, and
set them on a quest to not only save the kingdom, but to win Maya's love.Should they
succeed, they will become her husband and rule by her side. Should they fail to win her
love, death is the only answer.But with so many dashing men willing to do anything to
win her hand, how is a girl to choose?Then again, no one ever said she had to pick just
one.After all, the fate of the realm is at stake, and maybe this time, more is merrier.
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